Authors provide very detailed description of application of GRASP algorithm to the Sun photometer data inversion, and to the combination of this instrument with multiwavelength lidar as well. The main goal of this study is estimation of uncertainties of inversion, which is definitely very important scientific task. The manuscript is very well written, though is rather long with large amount of illustrations. On another hand, it provides the reader with all necessary information to understand the inversion technique and expected retrieval uncertainties. So I think such length is acceptable.

I general, I think that this is very deep research, which is suitable for publishing in AMT. I have just several technical comments, concerning combining the lidar and Sun photometer.

Section 3.3. It would be useful to provide modal radii of the fine and coarse modes for aerosol types used in the model. Modal radii depend on the relative humidity and may change with height. Can it influence the uncertainty?

Fig.9. I am a bit confused. What is height distribution of particle concentration used in this modeling? For what height the results are shown? Does uncertainty depend on height?

Fig.11. The height distributions for dust and smoke are the same? In real situation these are always different, so would be good to discuss how it will influence the modeling. Again, for what height lidar ratios are shown?

Fig.12. The results are shown for the mixture of two components. Any chance to retrieve
the profiles of two components separately?